I Can Read The Qur'an Anywhere!
**Synopsis**

This is one of the I Can Series of five books that introduces and illustrates some basic yet important concepts and terms for young Muslim children. These are explained with reference to their everyday life and in the settings with which children are familiar. In simple, easy-to-understand language the series presents Islam as a living reality to be experienced in daily life. It answers many questions about Islam as faith which arise in the young, curious minds. For ages 3-5 years and the young at heart.

How do we learn to love the Koran, the Book of Allah? By keeping it with us and learning and reading it whenever and wherever we can.
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**Customer Reviews**

A great Islamic Children’s book. I love that these are board books, since my young preschooler is still very rough with books. I also love the illustrations in these books; the muslims pictured in this book are not only arabs or indopaks, but there is a good share of white muslims and other races without the book being overly obviously trying to promote diversity. I also like that the pictures show families engaging in typical american activities, while maintaining Islamic practices. In this book, there is a scene where the boy is reading qur’an on the beach. There are some other people on the beach too, and some boys who are swimming, but they cover their awrahs. On that topic, I appreciate that the women and girls in these books wear proper hijab, because I want to teach my children that proper hijab is normal.
I reverted less than two years ago and it has been confusing for my children then ranging 1-12 and so finding these books they have been useful this one is one of my now 3 and 6 year olds favorites it gives them pride in their Muslim identity and helps them learn the vocabulary of their new world as well.

These books are awesome. My daughter loves them. Although, I wish they were little longer.

My daughter enjoys reading this book. The pictures are colorful.
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